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Comparison of the theoretical and experimental band structure of poly(vinylidene fluoride) crystal
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PACS. 71.20.Rv – Polymers and organic compounds.
PACS. 71.20.-b – Electron density of states and band structure of crystalline solids.
PACS. 71.15.Ap – Basis sets (plane-wave, APS, LCAO, etc.) and related methodology (scattering methods, ASA, linearized methods).

Abstract. – The electronic structure and band symmetries of the ferroelectric phase of poly (vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) are studied by using the first-principles density-functional method. Our calculated results agree well with the angle-resolved photoemission experiments. We find that the PVDF crystal has an energy gap of about 6 eV at the Γ-point. Large dispersion of the valence band is found only along the chain direction, which is consistent with the quasi-one-dimensional nature of PVDF. In particular, the band symmetries of the valence states deduced theoretically are in good agreement with experiment. Finally, further investigations on the electronic structure of poly(trifluoroethylene) (PTFTE) reveal that the replacement of -(CH₂-CF₂)- by -(CHF-CF₂)- does not change major features of the band structure.

Poly(vinylidene fluoride) [PVDF, -(CH₂-CF₂)n-] is one of the first known crystalline ferroelectric polymers. Extensive experimental and theoretical efforts have been devoted to the study of their unique piezoelectric, pyroelectric, ferroelectric, and nonlinear optical properties [1–7]. Particularly, ultrathin PVDF and its copolymer films with 30% trifluoroethylene [TrFE, -(CHF-CF₂)-] were observed to show a two-dimensional ferroelectric phase transition [8], and also exhibit novel dielectric resonance effects and have large potential application as nonvolatile polymer ferroelectric memories [9]. Thorough photoemission and inverse photoemission studies have been carried out on the high-quality copolymer films, providing an abundance of information concerning the electronic structure, band dispersions and band symmetries [10,11]. However, until now there has been little progress in theoretical efforts to detail and understand the electronic band structure data. The purpose of our work is: first to study the lattice structure and symmetry of PVDF from first principles, then to calculate the electronic structure, which is expected to have strong influence on material properties. In this
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Fig. 1 – Schematic view of PVDF cell in the ferroelectric phase: (a) view along the \( x \)-axis; (b) view along the \( z \)-axis (the chain direction). The dipole direction is along the \( y \)-axis.

paper, we report our first-principles energy band calculations on the electronic structure of the ferroelectric phase (polar \( \beta \) phase, form I) of PVDF and provide detailed understanding of the photoemission data.

The molecular conformation of the pure \( \beta \) phase of PVDF is all-trans planar zigzag, with all chain dipoles oriented along the twofold axis (fig. 1). This structure is simpler than other phases of PVDF, which often involve combinations of gauche and trans conformations. Most samples used in experiment are polymorphous and contain multiple phases and incompletely oriented crystallites. This makes the accurate determination of the crystal structure of PVDF, especially the atomic coordinates, very difficult. Lando \textit{et al.}, based on their X-ray and NMR analyses, proposed that the unit cell of PVDF form I is orthorhombic with the space group \( Cm\overline{2}m \left( C_{14}\overline{2} \right) \) [1]. Later, Hasegawa \textit{et al.} pointed out that there exist small (\( \sim 7^\circ \)) dihedral deflections (fig. 1b) of the PVDF chains caused by the steric hindrance between the fluorine atoms along the chains [3]. In this work we take this latter feature into account. By choosing the fiber backbone as the \( c \)-axis, the lattice constants adopted in our calculations are \( a = 8.58 \, \text{Å}, \, b = 4.91 \, \text{Å}, \, \text{and} \, c = 5.12 \, \text{Å} \). Note that here \( c \) is twice as much as the usual experimental value 2.56 Å, due to the dihedral deflections. From doing so, the space group is no longer \( Cm\overline{2}m \) [12]; instead there are two other possible choices, namely base-centered \( Ce\overline{2}m \left( C_{22}^{15} \right) \) or body-centered \( Ic\overline{2}m \left( C_{22}^{22} \right) \). They differ by a displacement of \( c/2 \) between neighboring chains. We then carried out calculations on both space groups with the atomic coordinates obtained from fitting the bond lengths and bond angles between C, H and F atoms, which were proposed by Karasawa and Goddard according to their work of structural optimization on PVDF [4].

The first-principles band structure approach applied in this work is the full-potential linear-augmented-plane-wave method (FLAPW) [13]. No shape approximations are made to the charge densities or potentials in this all-electron method. The exchange-correlation potential is treated in the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [14] of density-functional theory.
Fig. 2 - Band structure and DOS of PVDF. The inset is the Brillouin zone of the orthorhombic PVDF lattice. Solid circles indicate experimental results of band dispersions of the lowest unoccupied molecular-orbital states of PVDF copolymers.

The muffin-tin (MT) radii of C, H and F atoms are chosen as 1.1, 0.7 and 1.4 a.u., respectively. The energy cut-off for plane-wave expansions in the interstitial region is 18Ry. The upper limit of the angular momentum, $l_{\text{max}} = 10$, is adopted in the spherical-harmonic expansion of the Kohn-Sham functions inside the atom spheres. Eight $k$-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone are used in the self-consistent calculation. The convergence obtained is up to 0.2 meV of the total energy. The evaluation of the density of states (DOS) is made on a fine $k$-point grids (180 $k$-points).

At first, total energy calculations are undertaken with two candidate PVDF structures. We find that the total energy of the structure with space group $Cc2m$ is consistently lower than that of the $Ic2m$ structure when we increase $k$-points from 8 to 20, then 40. Finally, we obtain a small energy difference (about 20 meV per unit cell). Thus we choose $Cc2m$ as the space group of the ferroelectric phase of PVDF. The band structure along high-symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone is shown in fig. 2. All energy values are taken with respect to the Fermi level. The calculated energy gap is 5.9 eV at $\Gamma$, and compares well with the experimental value of 6.5 eV [10]. Experimentally, the material appears to be $n$-type rather than $p$-type, most likely as a consequence of a very dilute number of charge defects in this excellent dielectric.

As we can see from fig. 2, the energy dispersion of the valence band is very small along $a$ and $b$ axes, which are perpendicular to the PVDF chain (denoted as $k_{\perp}$). Especially the highest occupied molecular orbital is almost dispersionless along the $k_{\perp}$ direction. On the contrary, large dispersion can be seen along the $c$-axis, which is the PVDF chain direction (denoted as $k_{\parallel}$). A similar situation is found for the lowest unoccupied band, i.e., the band dispersions along $k_{\parallel}$ are much larger than those along $k_{\perp}$. This supports the findings of the angle-resolved inverse photoemission experiment [15,16], which provides the experimental dispersion relationship $E(k)$ for the unoccupied bands. Thus, both experiment and theory
demonstrate that the interactions between different PVDF chains are rather weak and verify the low-dimensional electronic properties of PVDF. Furthermore, we can see from the band structure plot that our results agree quantitatively with experiment [15]. The theoretical amplitudes of the band dispersions along $k_\parallel$ and $k_\perp$ are 1.6 and 0.5 eV, which agree very well with the experimental values 1.5 and 0.2 eV, respectively [16]. Figure 2 also shows the calculated DOS of PVDF, which is also in qualitative agreement with experiment [10]. Detailed analysis reveals that the top parts of the valence bands are a strong mixture of the atomic states of C, H and F atoms, though F 2p electron states are dominant. There exists a short terrace extending about 2 eV at the lower end of the conduction bands, which mainly consists of 2p electron states of C atoms, especially those bonded with F atoms (noted as C$_F$). In spite of same sizes, the MT spheres of C$_F$ contain less charge than those of C$_H$, which is caused by possessing different amounts of 2p electrons, according to partial charge analysis. In addition, a small but noticeable amount of d electrons are also found inside the C$_F$ MT spheres. This suggests that the C-F bonding is not a simple s-p hybridization.

It was found from the angle-resolved photoemission data [17] that the symmetry of the occupied valence bands remains the same across the surface ferroelectric phase transition near 290 K. Whereas the conduction band structure changes due to the surface dipole reorientation and surface Brillouin zone doubling across the phase transition, and thus strongly supports a first-order surface transition with a uniaxial polarization direction in the crystalline polymer films. Therefore, exploring both experimentally and theoretically the symmetries of PVDF electronic states should lead to further understanding of the mechanism of phase transitions in this material. In the center panel of fig. 3, we present the valence band photoemission spectra...
Table I – Comparison of the binding energies and symmetries of the valence electron states at the Γ-point between theory and experiment. In order to compare with experimental results, a theoretical gap of 5.9 eV is added to the calculated values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binding Energy (eV)</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.90</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.75</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.80</td>
<td>Forbidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.64</td>
<td>10.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.64</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of copolymer films with different light incidence angles at 173 K. Notice that in the figure, there are significant changes in the photoemission spectra with polarization of the incident light from predominantly \( p \)-polarized light (70°) to predominantly \( s \)-polarized light (30°). The films are well ordered and crystalline with the polymer chains in the film plane [16], hence the spectra can be used to assign the symmetry of the occupied (valence) bands.

Generally speaking, in the photoemission experiments, the wave functions of the photoelectron at point \( r \) with final momentum \( k_f \) is given as [18]

\[
\psi_{k_f} \propto e^{ik_f r} A \cdot M^{(i)}(k_f; \lambda),
\]

where \( A \) is the vector potential of the incident electromagnetic radiation, and the dipole matrix element which governs the selection rule of the transition is

\[
M^{(i)}(k_f; \lambda) = \int d^3r \phi_{k_f}^*(r)r\phi_{\lambda}^{(i)}(r).
\]

In eq. (2), \( \phi_{k_f}^*(r) \) is the distorted plane-wave–like final state in the crystal field \( V(r) \), and \( \phi_{\lambda}^{(i)}(r) \) is the localized or extended wave functions of the emitter. The index \( i \) labels the irreducible representation of the group \( G \) according to which \( \phi_{\lambda}^{(i)}(r) \) transforms, while \( \lambda \) labels the partner functions in the case that \( i \) is a multidimensional representation. With the \( C_{2v} \) symmetry of PVDF and defining \( z \) along the surface normal and perpendicular to the chain, it is known that there are four one-dimensional irreducible representations, namely \( A_1(s, p_z, d_{3z^2-r^2}) \), \( A_2(d_{xy}) \), \( B_1(p_x, d_{xz}) \) and \( B_2(p_y, d_{yz}) \). Each of them manifests different reflection symmetries perpendicular or parallel to the molecular axis. Experimentally, it is possible to preferentially select for the \( A_1 \), \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) symmetries by adjusting the incident light from \( p \)-polarization to \( s \)-polarization, and hence accommodate the appropriate selection rules. Since the rotation axis of \( G \) is the surface normal, thus the spectra obtained by collecting photoelectrons emitted normal to the surface can be used to compare with the electronic states calculated at the Γ-point. Theoretically, the band symmetries are assigned by applying group symmetry operations to the wave functions. Thus we can obtain the \( A_2 \) symmetry state, which could not be observed in experiment due to dipole selection rules [18]. In addition, it is not easy to distinguish the \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \) symmetry experimentally, though in the theoretical analysis we can separate them. In order to present, explicitly, the band symmetries, we also show in fig. 3 the calculated \([010]\) wave function contour plots of the first four detected valence
states. In table I, we list the state binding energies calculated from first principles and those measured from the angle-resolved photoemission [17] together with their band symmetries. After close examination, we find that the symmetries of the calculated states match well with those taken from experiment, except that the B₂ state with binding energy 10.29 eV could not be resolved independently in the spectra. For the calculated energies, we noticed that the experiment-theory energy differences are symmetry dependent, i.e., about 1.27 eV for A₁ states but 2.25 eV for B₁(B₂) states. Usually, a constant energy, which includes the screening and band gap correction, etc., is needed to adjust to the theoretical values before direct comparison. In this study, the experimental band gap is about 0.6 eV higher than the theoretical value, hence adding that to the calculated values leads to good agreement. The symmetry-dependent differences between theory and experiment could well be explained by differences in final-state effects in photoemission, i.e., differences in screening. This intriguing systematic discrepancy, which appears to be related to symmetry, cannot be recovered in our present theoretical scheme as it is not clear yet how to adequately include symmetry-dependent screening and correlation effects in density-functional theory calculations.

The photoemission measurements were made on a random copolymer of vinylidene fluoride with trifluoroethylene [P(VDF-TrFE)] [10,11,15,16], which consists of -(CH₂-CF₂)₀.₇₀-(CHF-CF₂)₀.₃₀]-n⁻ chains and is more complicated than the pure PVDF used in our calculations. In order to estimate the properties of the real copolymer system, we calculated the electronic structures of pure PTrFE -(CHF-CF₂)ᵦ⁻. To simplify the problem, the structure parameters of PTrFE were obtained by substituting the monomer -(CH₂-CF₂)- in the PVDF cell by -(CHF-CF₂)- and making appropriate coordinate changes. We found that the band structure of PTrFE resembles closely that of PVDF, i.e., large dispersion only occurs along chain directions. Hence this explains partly why the experimental band structure, which was measured with the copolymer system, agreed satisfactorily with the band structure calculated for the pure PVDF. At the same time, substituting H for F did result in several noticeable changes, e.g., the 2p electrons of the F atom not only shifted the nearby energy levels and led to change in the DOS, but also slightly distorted the upper part of valence band edge and changed the bottom of conduction band. In our calculation of PTrFE, we found that the band gap is 5.5 eV at the end of Δ line, which is different from that of PVDF (5.9 eV at the Γ-point).

In conclusion, we report the first electronic-structure calculation of the ferroelectric phase of PVDF crystal, from using the first-principles FLAPW method. Not only the calculated band gap and dispersions agree well with the photoemission data, but also the band symmetries match well with experiment. To the best of our knowledge, the present level of agreement has rarely been achieved for polymer systems. From the band structure calculations and photoemission measurements, we show that the interactions between different PVDF chains are rather weak, which reflects clearly the quasi–one-dimensional nature of the system. Furthermore, we calculated the electronic structure of PTrFE and find that replacing the -(CH₂-CF₂)- by -(CHF-CF₂)- does not change major features of the band structure. Finally, this comparison between theory and experiment enhances our understanding of the electronic structures of bulk PVDF and PTrFE and further benefits the studies of PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) films.
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